Overview
Did you know that North Japan is known as one of the
very best cherry blossoms viewing locations in Japan?
The blooming peak is from end of April until the start of
May, approximately a month later than in Tokyo. This is a
special private spring tour that has been created to let
you enjoy the wonderful cherry blossoms, distinctive
local culture and must-see sightseeing of Tohoku region’s
northernmost prefecture.
Our service is a private tour service.
Please contact us for details and prices.
Email us
info3@aomori-kanko.or.jp

Sales Representation: Aomori Prefectural Tourism Federation(Travel Agency Registered with an
Aomori Governor No.157 Class 2 Travel Operator Address: 030-0803 140,1chome,Yasukata,Aomori City)

PLAN:3DAYS
Itinerary:

■Departure Dates
Middle of Apr- middle of May *tentative period
■Tour Price
(1person/JPY)
From 160,000 yen
*our service is a private tour service.
Please contact us for details and Prices.

DAY 1: AOMORI - HIROSAKI
Welcome to North Japan! You can reach Aomori prefecture
comfortably by Shinkansen Bullet Train from Tokyo. On day
one of your private North Japan tour, you will get your first
taste of the unique local culture: Goshogawara city is famous
for traditional summer festival called “Goshogawara
Tachineputa Festival” presenting a parade of gigantic
illuminated floats (“tachineputa”) with interesting shapes such
as monsters or samurai. One can appreciate these over 20
meters high pieces of art at Tachineputa Hall from vicinity and
point of view that would not be possible during the actual
festivities. After the intriguing experience you will get to enjoy
renowned Aomori apples during a special apple pie tasting
session at traditional Japanese Garden built in 1919.

DAY 2: HIROSAKI
Today you will get to enjoy a very special cherry blossom
viewing experience. Besides local sake and a bento lunch box
– absolute must when it comes to Japanese flower viewing! –
there will be a music performance featuring “Tsugarushamisen” a local version of traditional Japanese shamisen
instrument. After enjoying the lunch that is a real feast for
both the eyes and taste buds, you will get to try out playing
this delicate instrument together with a local shamisen
master. Finally, in the evening it will be nice to stroll around
bustling Hirosaki Sakura Festival by Hirosaki Castle, that is
Japan’s northernmost remaining castle tower and also a
home to over 2000 cherry blossom trees.

DAY 3: KITATSUGARU(TSURUTA)
Today you will get to enjoy one of the best scenery Tsuruno-Mai Bridge – Literally “the Bridge of Dancing Cranes” – is
Japan’s longest wooden bridge that attracts visitors from all
over the country. From the bridge one can appreciate an
outstanding view of Lake Tsugaru Fujimi and Mount Iwaki.

